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OPPOSITE: Reusing
the existing vaniry
didntt prevent Kristin
and Albert Kong from
glving their master
bath a srylish update
with wood-plank walls,
plus a chunky granite
countertop and new
mirrors, faucets, and
light fixtures. LEFT:
A gray-tone granite
countertop with bold
veining complements
the vintage-style faucet.
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A designerand her handy husband
elevarethis builder-basiC
bath ro a
high-srylemastersuite.
FIELD ED]TOR AND WRITER LISA MOWRY
PHOTOGRAPHER EMILY J. FOLLOWILL
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interior designerKristin Kong would have ,
replacedher vanity and tub, but that would
have led to redoingthe tile floor.

"Our home is relatively new, so it made sense to work with
the cabinets and tub we had and come up with some creative
solutions," Kristin says.
The Atlanta bathroom functioned well enough for Kristin
and her husband, Albert, but it needed an aesthetic
makeover. "I wanted to create an interesting focal point
since we look at the bathroom vanitywall from orr b"d,"
Kristin says.The couple decided to install rx6-inch boards
(cut from B-foot lengths) ro one wali and then apply a light
gray stain. "I've always loved the texture and warmth of
wood, and find that mixing different tones in one space
makes for an interesting composition," Kristin says.
The builder bathroom benefited from other updates, too.
Wanting to upgrade the countertop, Kristin scoured
remnants at a local stoneyard, finally finding a Bianco Antico
granite with the rustic tones she and Albert like-and for a
good price. The same source had affordable sinks.
Kristin spotted the wood-frame mirrors at a discount
home store for $79 each to replace the original plate-glass
mirror. "Because the ceilings are 10 feet high at their peak, I
wanted mirrors that had a presence and wouldn,t get lost on
the wall," she says. New faucets in a satin-nickel finish and
light fixtures with an aged-metal patina continue the
unmatched look.
By keeping some elements, doing some DIy projects, and
using basic materials in interesting ways, the Kongs pulled
offthis makeover for about $4,zoo..lMe wanted a wow
factor, but not with a wow price tag," Kristin says.
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OPPOSITE TOp: Small industriat-style
lights with an
aged patina complement the wallrs wood planks.
OPPOSITE BOTTOM: The Kongs kept the original
tub and porcelain tile flooring, but they added visual
interest to this area by hanging a linen shade. ABOVE:
Albert tiled the shower floor and walls-including
niches for shower supplies-by
watching tutorials on
the computer as well as through trial and error. A new
shower door completes the project.
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